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Os'hane Combat Systems

Known as the OCB, the Os'hane Combat System is an integrated weapons system that make it easier for
a ships weapons to be able to track and destroy targets, by combining computer and sensor systems
together and nearly eliminating the data lag between those systems. O.C.B. also involves the usage of
dedicated power systems, so that weapons aren't drawing power from a primary reactor but rather from
a dedicated weapons reactor. Every weapon ship and station based weapon used by the Kingdom of
Neshaten is compatible with the O.C.B., including forward based weapons. OCB is primarily used by a
point defense based weaponry but is more than capable of being used by all.

OCB takes up a fraction of the space that non-integrated systems would take up. This system was put
into use in EE-002.

Dedicated Weapons Reactor

Currently the OCB uses the Lunebaren Reactors to provide power to weapons attached to the I.W.S.

Dedicated Computer Systems

Uses the Cordecon Quantum Computer to help process targeting data without having to use a ships main
computer, unlike the main computer, this computer is modified to work only with weapons and thus has
no connection to the main computer. The computer also serves the purpose of translating sensor data to
search out targets and predict their locations to make it easier for weapons to lead and track their
targets.

Dedicated Sensor Systems

Uses a dedicated form of the Scanner Array Suite, along with the sensors found natively on weapons.

Compatible Weapons

The following weapons are compatible with the OCB unless specific.

Neshaten Projectile-Based Weapons Compatible
Neshaten Energy-Based Weapons Compatible
Neshaten Missile-Based Weapons Compatible
Neshaten Torpedo Based Weapons Not-compatible
Neshaten Bomb-Based Weapons Not-compatible
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Neshaten Forward-Mounted Weapons Compatible
Neshaten Directed-Energy Weapons Compatible
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